used along with GAL4/UAS-marker to achieve repressible expression of the marker gene ( Figure 1B ).
GAL80 Potently Antagonizes GAL4 Activity in Developing and Adult Flies
Transgenic flies expressing GAL80 protein under the control of Drosophila tubulin 1␣ promoter (tubP), which allows ubiquitous expression (O'Donnell et al., 1994), are viable and fertile. No external morphological or behavioral abnormalities were detected, suggesting that high-level, ubiquitous GAL80 protein expression does not cause significant cell or organismal toxicity. We employed several assays to test whether GAL80 can inhibit GAL4 activity in flies. First, we tested whether GAL80 can rescue the eye phenotype caused by GAL4-driven expression of a dominant Drac1 mutant (Drac1 scribed in this study, we used mCD8-GFP as a marker because: (1) it labels the cell surface as a result of mCD8 being a transmembrane protein; (2) it is highly concenof the heat shock promoter is placed distal to the FRT site on the chromosome arm in trans to mutation x, such trated in neuronal processes including axons and dendrites (see below) due to the high surface/volume ratio that mutant cells will be the only cells that are unstained with the marker.
in neuronal processes; (3) we have not detected any toxicity due to overexpression of this fusion protein Unfortunately, this marking systems is not suitable for the analysis of neuronal morphology because one needs throughout a cell's life; and (4) the fusion protein can be visualized directly by GFP fluorescence or by monoto visualize the mutant cells. The ideal situation would be if the mutant cells were the only cells labeled by a clonal antibody staining against mCD8. Ubiquitous neuronal expression of the marker rehistological marker. Our design to achieve this situation is to place the marker under the control of a repressible sulting from the GAL4 C155 driver that allows reporter expression in all postmitotic neurons (Lin and Goodman, promoter and to introduce a transgene that allows the ubiquitous expression of the repressor. This repressor 1994; Robinow and White, 1991) is completely suppressed in the presence of one copy of the tubP-GAL80 transgene is placed distal to the FRT site in trans to the mutant x chromosome arm. In heterozygous cells, transgene. Such suppression is observed in third instar larval stage ( Figure 2D , compared with Figure 2C ), in marker expression is "off" due to the presence of the ubiquitously expressed repressor. If mitotic recombinaadult brain ( Figure 2F , compared with Figure 2E ), and in all other embryonic, larval, and pupal stages tested tion between the two FRT sites creates daughter cells that are homozygous for mutant x, these same cells will (data not shown). Expression of markers in the adult sensory organ precursors of imaginal discs resulting also lack the repressor transgene and allow expression of the marker ( Figure 1B) . from the GAL4 109-68 driver (Guo et al., 1996) was also completely suppressed by the tubP-GAL80 transgene To find a suitable repressible system, we have taken advantage of the well-established GAL4-UAS targeted ( Figure 3C , compared with Figure 3A) . We also generated a tubP-GAL4 transgene that expression system in flies (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). The GAL4 transcription factor activates transcription of should allow expression of the reporter in all cells in any developmental stage. Again, GAL80 potently inhibited reporter genes under the control of the GAL4 upstream activation sequence (UAS) in yeast (Giniger et al., 1985) GAL4-induced marker expression in embryos ( Figures  2G and 2H ), third instar larval brain (data not shown) and flies (Fischer et al., 1988; Brand and Perrimon, 1993) . In yeast, the GAL80 protein antagonizes GAL4 activity and imaginal discs (see Figure 4) , and adult tissues including the brain (data not shown), the wing (Figures by binding to the activation domain of GAL4, preventing interaction between GAL4 and the transcriptional ma-2I and 2J), and legs (data not shown). Thus, GAL80 can potently inhibit GAL4-induced expression of target chinery (Ma and Ptashne, 1987). We reasoned that if GAL80 can antagonize GAL4 activity in flies, it could be genes in developing and adult Drosophila. Figure 3D ) in response to heat shock induction of FLP. In the absence of heat shock, no the absence of GAL80, the marker is expressed in a large subset of sensory organ precursors in the wing marker expression was ever detected in wing discs (Figure 3C ) or eye discs (data not shown), indicating that disc ( Figure 3A ) and R8 photoreceptor cells in the eye disc ( Figure 3D ) due to the expression pattern of GAL4 . marker expression was dependent on FLP activity and, hence, was a result of mitotic recombination. In the case To remove the tubP-GAL80 transgene during mitotic recombination, we placed it distal to the FRT site on the of the photoreceptor clones, one can clearly trace the projection of single labeled neurons from the cell body right arm of the second chromosome (FRT
G13
) (Chou and Perrimon, 1996) and introduced into these flies another in the eye disc ( Figure 3E , arrow) to the growth cone in the optic lobe ( Figure 3F, arrow) . FRT G13 on the homologous chromosome, as well as other Figure 1B) . Therefore, the MARCM system is predicted to be highly specific. To confirm concentration of the GAL80 protein inherited from parental cells is significantly reduced. Thus, one would this, we constructed flies in which mutant cells are simultaneously marked positively by the MARCM system and expect poor sensitivity shortly after mitotic recombination. When wing discs were examined 24 hr after heat negatively by the MYC expressed from a transgene located on same chromosome arm as the tubP-GAL80
shock, very few holes in red staining were filled with green staining, and the existing green staining was weak transgene distal to the FRT site (Xu and Rubin, 1993). To ensure that every cell that loses the GAL80 protein in intensity (data not shown). At 36 hr after heat shock, about half of the holes were filled (data not shown). At would be able to express the marker, we introduced the tubP-GAL4 driver into these flies (except in Figures 4I 48 hr, almost all the holes were filled when examined under low magnification ( Figures 4B-4D (Figure 4E) . Especially at high magnification, one can not On many occasions, we observe clearly marked single ; FRT G13 , UAS-mCD8-GFP/FRT G13 ,tubP-GAL80. Mosaic clones were generated by a 30 min heat shock in first instar larvae. mutant cells. One example in wing disc is illustrated in system described here, this system has higher sensitivity because the marker is immediately expressed after Figures 4I and 4J , where a single hole in red staining ( Figure 4I ), next to a brightly labeled "twin spot," was mitotic recombination. However, in this system one daughter cell will always be labeled after mitotic recomstrongly stained with the green marker. We use wing disc as a model system to assess the specificity and bination, regardless of its genotype (which depends on chromotid segregation pattern). Although there is a bias sensitivity of the MARCM system, because the thin epithelia allow clear visualization of the cells by both markagainst the assortment of two recombinant-type chromatids, it does occur at a significant frequency (Pimpiers (especially the MYC marker). Results from analogous experiments in CNS and the eye disc are consistent with nelli and Ripoll, 1986). In these cases, marked cells remain heterozygous for the chromosome arm distal to our assessment of the specificity and sensitivity derived from experiments in the wing disc. In particular, we enthe recombination site, limiting the use of this system for mosaic analysis due to low specificity. A new version counter many strongly labeled two-cell and single-cell clones (see Figure 5) 
, as soon as 24 hr after heat shock of this technique may have overcome these limitations (E. Spana and N. Perrimon, personal communication). induction of FLP.
In summary, the experiments described in this section indicate that the MARCM system is highly specific-all cells expressing the marker protein are homozygous Mosaic Analysis in Drosophila CNS The typical neuroblast division pattern in the CNS is mutant for x. The sensitivity is time dependent: after 48 hr, most mutant cells are positively marked. The reillustrated in Figure 5A (reviewed in Goodman and Doe, 1993). A neuroblast (Nb) divides and gives rise to another maining unmarked "mutant" cells could be due to residual GAL80 activity, patchy GAL4 activity, or simply our neuroblast and a ganglion mother cell (GMC). The GMC subsequently divides to generate two postmitotic neuinability to confirm the nature of mutant cells by other means.
rons. This division pattern is repeated as many as several hundred times for certain Nbs. Given this cell Harrison and Perrimon (1993) described an interesting system designed for generating marked clones in Drodivision pattern, the MARCM system allows for the gen- 
) to the Mushroom Body
Indeed, when we induce FLP activity through heat In order to compare organisms of different genotypes for shock at 0-4 hr after larval hatching and examine at phenotypic analysis, it is essential to target identifiable wandering third instar, the most frequent clones we obcells for mitotic recombination so that the wild-type cell tain are those of MB neurons. In both neuroblast clones division and axon projection pattern is defined. This can ( Figures 6A and 6B ) and two-cell clones (Figure 6C ), the be achieved by spatially or temporally restricting the entire neuronal morphology, including the cell body, the FLP recombinase activity. As an example, we show here dendritic projection in the calyx, the axon peduncle, and that temporal regulation of FLP activity using the hsthe subsequent branched projections to the vertical lobe FLP transgene (Golic and Lindquist, 1989) Assuming the typical neuroblast division pattern (Fig- the MARCM system exhibit drastic axon projection defects compared with wild-type controls ( Figure 6D , comure 5A) applies to MB neuroblasts, one should have equal chance of generating Nb clones ( Figure 5B ) and pared with Figure 6B ; Table 1 ). In most cases (21 out of 25), there are no obvious changes in the numbers of MB two-cell clones ( Figure 5C ) because both are products of the same mitosis. However, we have found many neurons compared with wild type. However, in every mutant clone examined, a very small fraction of axons more Nb clones ( Figures 6A and 6B ) than two-cell clones ( Figure 6C ) in the MB lineage. One explanation is that reached the branching point and projected to the vertical and medial lobes ( Figure 6D , horizontal and vertical in two-cell clones the GAL80 protein is not diluted sufficiently to allow marker expression, whereas in the Nb arrows, respectively). In all but one case, abnormally guided axon bundles were observed, most of them clones the rapid division and dilution of the GAL80 protein allow efficient marker expression. However, we did passing through the calyx where the dendritic field of the MB neurons is located ( Figure 6D, long arrows) . The obtain two-cell clones of MB neurons that were strongly stained as early as 30 hr after heat shock in early second origin of axon pathfinding errors appears to be near the dendritic projection area, where in wild type all axons instar larvae. This makes it unlikely that GAL80 perdurance is a major factor, given that in most studies we form a tight fascicle. In shot 3 clones, this fascicle disintegrates into several bundles ( Figure 6D ; data not shown). dissected third instar larvae more than 100 hr after heat shock. Other possibilities that could account for the Interestingly, in the majority of cases (Table 1) we observe that the abnormal axon bundles extending out bias of Nb clones over two-cell clones include selective physiological changes in early born MB neurons such from the calyx appear to project toward the midline region where the normal medial lobe is, and in some as downregulation of GAL4 activity and selective cell death. We rarely observe single-cell clones in the MB cases, they eventually fuse with the medial lobe when traced using confocal microscopy. This observation lineage. Along with the same problems as the two-cell clones, this may suggest that the GMC division in the suggests that these abnormal axons, mutant for shot activity, may retain some ability to be attracted to the early MB lineage is less likely to be targeted for mitotic recombination.
final , axons are largely absent in Ich neurons and severely truncated in other PNS neurons body glia are included in these larval clones, they are spatially restricted to the cell body region and do not (Kolodziej et al., 1995) . No misguidance defects were found in either the sensory or motor axons, so the gene play a role in axon guidance. The fact that abnormalities in the axonal outgrowth were observed outside the cell was categorized as affecting axon "growth" (Kolodziej et al., 1995) . It was not known whether the defects in body region in spite of no apparent defects in the organization of cell bodies indicates that shot is required by sensory or motor axons are due to absence of shot activity in neurons or in their environment. Cloning of the the MB neurons for their correct axon pathfinding. Due to the difficulties in generating large numbers of twogene has not been reported yet, therefore no molecular information is available.
cell or single-cell clones, as well as the difficulties of assigning them as mushroom body clones with certainty Mushroom body Nb clones of shot 3 generated using ,UAS-mCD8-GFP if the axon projection is grossly abnormal, we have not recombination. In order to use the system for mosaic analysis sooner after mitotic recombination, a more labeen able to determine the cell autonomy of shot with single neuron resolution.
bile version or temperature-sensitive GAL80 protein needs to be developed to replace the wild-type GAL80 In summary, we demonstrate that shot gene is required not only for extension, but also for fasciculation protein. The choice of GAL4 line is also very important to ensure that all the mutant cells would express the and correct guidance of mushroom body axons. Our experiments also indicate that shot acts within neurons. marker protein. In this regard, the ubiquitous tubP-GAL4 we have generated should be of general use, and the shot may encode a cell surface receptor or a cytoplasmic factor that is generally required for axon guidpanneuronal GAL4 C155 may be useful in the nervous system. Another potential limitation, which applies to all ance decisions in a wide variety of neurons. Further insight into the mechanisms of function awaits the clonmosaic analysis, is that the gene of interest may be highly expressed in precursor cells, and the protein ing and molecular characterization of the gene. product may be very stable, such that perdurance of the protein of interest could present a challenge to study Limitations and Other Applications of the MARCM System its requirement in early events of morphogenesis right after clones are made. Because of the perdurance of the GAL80 protein (see the section on specificity and sensitivity), the MARCM Since expression of the marker gene is driven by GAL4 in our design, one can drive simultaneous expression system can only be used reliably for mosaic analysis of gene function 48 hr after the induction of mitotic of multiple UAS transgenes in mosaic clones generated
